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It’s a beautiful day in the Eternal city. 
The sky is totally clear and temperature 
relatively mild.  
In our chapter calendar today appears 
to be a free day. Good! 

To ease up a little the change in 
schedule we went to the chapel half 
an hour  late i.e. at 6.30 a.m. Central 
America animates the liturgy today. 

But… as it had not been possible 
to complete the Legislative stage 
we must dedicate the day for this 
matter.  



In the Eucharist, neither 
scheduled, Fr. Alfonso Mera, 
who was a parish priest of Baio 
(La Coruña), accompanied us who 
worked with our sisters when 
we had a community over there. 
He knows Sr. Lila as he was in 
Lima and Chimbote for a mission 
experience with the youth. 
At present  he is in Rome 
participating in the  II Congress 
of Catequists, more than 1.500 
he says.  

What are you discussing along the way?  

How different is the wisdom of God and 
our wisdom!  

To enter into the heart of God, in his 
logic , in his being great and small.  

If we walk besides Jesus we must change 
our hearts, turn away from our 
selfishness, in order to resemble to the 
heart of God at each step. 



Today we remembered Juana Gratias during 
our prayer in the hall, first Carmelite 
Missionary, woman who knew well to live  the 
charism and transmit it. Twenty seven years 
of deep friendship in truth, fidelity and 
confidence. 
Contemplative & missionary: «… to take care 
of others is to love God…» 
She held the flame and transmitted the  
charism that we are recreating today. 

Thank you Juana for transmitting the 
charism so faithfully. 



Now the capitulars are in the groups and at  11.30 
a.m., if they're done , they will go the assembly. 

Today the moderator is Nati and the 
session begins with the voting,  that 
remained pending yesterday. 

The big Chapel  (Church) opens shortly 
before 10.00  a.m. and the sisters 
share with  the neighbours and friends 
the Table of the Lord. 

In the house, as Sunday, they have  got other 
activities. 



At 11.30 a.m. the eucharist is 
celebrated again and this time with 
school children and  their families.   

As today is the first mass of the 
academic year it starts with official 
cutting of the tape that inaugurated  
the family eucharist and  catechism 
for the children. 



There hasn’t been a break from the working 
schedule  but yes, we had a special dessert: Strudel 
di Mele y wine from  Portugal brought by Isilda. Oh, 

lovely with dessert! 
Besides, today, some groups had half an hour more 

for siesta or free time. 

Little please! 

Is very soft! 



At the beginning, in the middle  &/or at the end of the sessions, they are always  
available for whatever may be needed. 

Whole afternoon “shelling of” the articles 

 “Does the groups have something to 
say?» 

 “If we agree,  
let us raise our hands” 

Come on, Sisters, we are almost there 
and is turning out fine!  



What do you see? 
Numbers 171 & 172 of the 

Constitutions in Korean  

Tomorrow morning we hope to end the 
legislative stage. 

A letter has been sent to the Pope, since 
we could not meet him personally 

The last hour of the afternoon, before 
prayer and the dinner, was dedicated for 
group sharings, and the hall is empty,  


